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 Surface on Volume Ratio (SVR) is one of the important factors in energy exchange and 
thermal behavior of building. This goal is manifested during centuries of experiences in 

traditional Iranian architecture models based on climatic conditions of each region as 

well. The investigation of the share of S/V coefficient in thermal behavior model of 
residential buildings is the question of this study. This study is applied and quantitative 

based on purpose. By selecting four net volume models with surface and similar 

volume and various lateral level, in two climates of hot arid and hot humid in Tabas and 
Bandarabas, the thermal behavior computations are analyzed. This analysis applies 

physical relations of calculations of thermal behavior of building and is based on the 

need to calculations of thermal behavior in terms of getting and removing heat, criterion 
of calculations in coefficients of thermal transfer of walls based on type of building, 

national rules of building in 19 discussion.  The results of calculations show that in 

addition to Surface on Volume Ratio as an important factor in receiving and losing 
energy in building, the suitable form of each building in each climate should be based 

on the suitable relationship of building and its surrounding environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The relationship between building and environment has been studied for a long time from various views 

namely climatic view. Indeed, the aim is creating the comfort conditions for human being and increasing 

satisfaction. Today, besides the mentioned goal and by improving life quality of people, environmental issues 

emphasize on this problem. Some issues as climate change, increasing pollutants and greenhouse gases etc. are 

some examples. The role of architects is of great importance as two-third to three fourth of reasons of climate 

change are due to unsuitable architecture and urbanization regarding considering environmental issues [7].  

Buildings alone have the consumption of one sixth of water resources all over the world, one fourth wood and 

two fifth fossil fuels. On the other hand, energy consumption in building sector in Iran is 2.58 times of average 

global consumption [15]. According to the statistics published by Tawanir organization, the buildings dedicate 

about 40% of total consuming energy of country and the share of residential sector is 33%. This statistics 

indicates the energy saving in residential sector.  

Today, there are many buildings that their coordination with surrounding environment is little or zero. 

Using unsuitable forms, materials, opening and lack of using correct methods to fight against unsuitable 

environmental factors as strong sun, wind and etc. are some examples of this incoordination. Indeed, building 

shell affects energy exchange among interior and exterior spaces. However, energy loss or gain not only 

depends upon surface of building in contact with external spaces, but also depends upon the surface of space 

connected to wall and its volume. In other words, the Surface on Volume Ratio (SVR) is one of the important 

factors in energy exchange and thermal behavior of building. [1] This goal is manifested well in centuries of 

experience in traditional architectural models in Iran and the world based on climatic and sub-climatic changes 

in each region as well. The direct impact of climatic element on formation of live creatures is a recognized 

reality. In natural history, general law is as only the species can continue their life to be adapting with 
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environment, be coordinate with texture and all interior and exterior forces [4]. Various dimensions of study as 

temporal, spatial-geographical and conceptual-topic include: 

 Temporal dimensions based on study nature as scientific and calculation based, the study period is 

present time. 

 Geographical-spatial dimensions, the study is in two cities of Tabas and Bandarabas in hot arid and hot 

humid climates. 

 In conceptual and topic dimensions of stud y, as it was said only emphasis on determining thermal 

behavior of building in winter and summer is based on various Surface on Volume Ratio in hot arid and hot 

humid climates.  

 Finally, the present study aimed to evaluate the performance and behavioral results of Surface on 

Volume Ratio (SVR) factor on energy loss of building and also it presents the suitable ratio and physical 

relation between surface and volume parameters of building in hot arid and hot humid climates in terms of 

energy. 

 

Research Questions: 

 How much optimum ratio of surface to volume in building avoids energy loss? 

 What is the difference of similar Surface on Volume Ratio and different forms in thermal behavior of 

each climate? 

 As the gain and loss of each of surfaces of building wall are different based of its situation and 

direction, what is the share of each of surfaces in final optimum surface on Volume Ratio? 

 

Research Methodology: 

The study is applied and quantitative in terms of purpose. The criterion is determining standard for 

residential spaces not producing considerable heat from inside. In the present plan, of the sum of climatic 

factors, only sun is computed and analyzed based on latitude of regions. 

 

Literature Reviw: 

One of the valuable researches in architecture and thermal behavior of building is the views of Victor 

Olgyay. These studies form the theoretical framework and the theory of our studies and based on these studies, 

extraction of fitness and SVR coefficient in building form is possible. Olgyay computed transferred heat from 

the buildings with similar area in four various climates of US, materials and other technical properties were 

assumed similar but the development of forms was different. By the comparison in eastern-western or southern-

northern area, the best ratio between the length and width of plan for each of four climates was defined.  

In another study by Basam Behsh, at latitude 33degree, common forms with surface to volume coefficients 

were analyzed. The results showed that ceiling wall was an important factor in thermal behavior of building as it 

can be said, the forms with small ceilings are suitable for each climate. Rectangular forms with eastern-western 

elongation are more suitable than square forms with the same volume and area. The study of surface to volume 

ratio in thermal behavior has combined and complex forms as central yard, U,L,T and etc. with lower efficiency 

compared to general direction and the like. In these volumes, the investigation of building composition with 

surrounding buildings and the ratio of ceiling to walls and the ratio of southern wall to western wall is of great 

importance. The forms with low ceiling to wall ratio and higher southern to western wall ratio are at the most 

optimal thermal behavior state. The buildings with small SVR have much time for being affected by difference 

of outside temperature of building compared to similar bigger samples. Thus, thermal energy transfer is low in 

them. 

 

Theoretical basics: 

Effective factors on determining behavior and thermal requirement of building  

To determine the energy amount of a building, there are various effective factors as: 

a. Recognition of climatic factors of region: Latitude, seasonal and annual features of climatic elements as 

sun, wind, temperature, humidity and rainfall. 

b. Planning and use of building: Number of residents, type and hours of activity, heat generation sources, 

tangible heath and latent heat etc. 

c. Building form and covering: The geometry form of building, general direction of building, the ratio of 

external shell to volume, the properties of opening including the percent of opening, dimensions and size, 

direction of opening, the details of shades, form of opening, material of opening, etc. The properties of type of 

building materials as material, thickness, colour, thermal conductivity coefficient, absorption coefficient, etc., 

dimensions and situation of walls and roof or horizontal and vertical surfaces of building and the ratio of them. 

[14] and [5]. 
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Building form and climate:  

Based on the experiences and evidences, the building form can have much impact on coordinating building 

with climatic conditions and adjusting transfer of critical conditions of exterior air to inside the building. To find 

about the role of thermal conditions in region- temperature and sun ray-in formation of buildings in the same 

region, we should define the importance of each of the above factors. We can say cold air leads to compression 

of building form and high sun ray leads to its elongation in eastern-western direction [12]. 

It is worth to mention that the best building form is the one losing the lowest heat in Joule in winter and in 

summer gains the least heat from sun and surrounding environment. Thus, square plan is the best building form 

and with the highest volume has the lowest surface. This is true about old buildings with small windows and low 

influence of sun to them can be ignored but regarding modern buildings with large windows, it is not true [2]. 

Olgay believes that determining the best form for these buildings is based on the impact of air temperature 

and sun under thermal conditions of interior air of building. He defined the impact of these two factors on 

temperature of internal level of walls via the calculation of temperature transfer. The result of calculations show 

that if transferred heath of the sides of a building has inverse relation as the size of its sides, the building form is 

good. In other words, in an optimal form, the angles exposed to sun ray and air temperature more are smaller 

[12]. 

 

The surface on volume ratio in architecture:  

SVR in architecture is analyzed from two aspects. At first from aesthetics and space fit and another is the 

impact of this ratio on thermal behavior of building as the purpose of this study. 

Generally, in consistency of traditional buildings with environment and various sub-climates, SVR is of 

great importance. This goal is tangible in formation of architecture typology and morphology of urban textures. 

In the impact of form on energy transfer method, a good example is igloo or arch ceilings as defining much 

volume have less contact with external space. SVR is one of the ways for connection of interior and exterior 

space of building. This ratio can be used to compare the buildings different in terms of form but with equal 

volumes. In the buildings with equal volume, the more compressed the building form, the less the thermal 

energy loss. Only the spaces above land are considerable in determining SRV of a building as hard climatic 

conditions and instability of temperature and blowing of winter winds are occurred above earth level [13]. SVR 

shows the thermal function of spaces but the efficiency of these spaces is not defined for living. For example, if 

we consider two cubic buildings with simialr volumes, both of them consume thermal energy equally but one of 

them is one-storey and another one is three stories. Under these conditions applied space for living in three 

stories building is three times more than that of one-storey building. As it was said, both have the same volumes 

and need the same energy for heating. Thus, Surface Area on Floor Ratio (SAFR) can present exact evaluation 

of plan. Regarding the latter, the smaller the value, the better and the thermal performance of building. By 

comparing SVR in various buildings with similar volume and various forms, the advantages of each of them are 

defined. For example a hemisphere encloses the highest space with lowest surface. Thus, it can be the most 

suitable form for required discussion. Among common buildings, the lowest SVR is regarding a square plan 

with height half each of the dimensions and flat ceiling. This issue is defined easily and this form and dimension 

is approximately about a two stories building. In the buildings with slope ceiling, if insulation of floor of 

cockloft is suitable, ignoring the ceiling form, the form of building is effective on SVR determination. If the 

inclined ceiling is the main ceiling of house, the volume under ceiling is considered in calculation of SVR.  

SVR can be minimized by compressed geometrical forms. Achieving minimum SFAR is possible by 

dividing spaces with maximum efficiency and avoiding high heights [9]. 

 

SVR and Thermal Comfort:  

SVR coefficient besides the impact on thermal behavior of building affects the evaporation speed in humid 

regions. In each climate, except total SVR, the ratio of horizontal to vertical surfaces and ratio of vertical 

surfaces of various fronts of building with each other are of great importance namely in the regions requiring ray 

cooling to provide physical comfort conditions. 

To reduce thermal losses of buildings, it is better to minimize lateral surface to its volume ratio. Thus, the 

highly compressed the physical form of building and approach the hemisphere, the smaller the value of latter 

surface to volume (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: The comparison of SVR in buildings with various forms and similar volumes (in the mentioned ratios, 

lateral surfaces are all surrounding surfaces of building as walls, ceiling and floor). The radius of 

hemisphere is 4.5m [3]. 
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As shown in Fig.2 in combination of residential units, the highly compressed the units combined with each 

other, the ratio of lateral surface to total volume of building is less and heat loss is less. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: The various combination of a basic volume with dimensions 20*10*5 m and its impact on A/V (in the 

mentioned ratios, lateral surfaces are all surrounding surfaces of building as walls, ceiling and floor) 

(Ibid, p. 197).  

 

In case of freedom, the most suitable form of residential buildings or small buildings is determined by 

considering the impact of climatic factors on them but regarding big buildings, it is not true, as in these 

buildings, there are other important factors as internal relations and general required space and economic issue 

in organizing. Thus, form of these buildings-as coverage on internal performances- is mostly influenced by its 

internal forces and shows less reaction to climatic conditions. By the study of the relationship between the 

changes of SVR, it seems that by bigger size of the volume, the mentioned ratio is reduced. For example, by 

increasing 4 times of volume of a cubic 1*1*1, its volume is increased from 1 to 64 and its SVR is reduced from 

6 to 1.5 [4]. 

In addition, the calculations regarding the impact of climatic factors on control of thermal conditions of 

interior air of buildings show that although in residential buildings, we can consider more than 90% of cooling 

load of building as the result of climatic factors, this value is reduced for big buildings 60%. On the other hand, 

the investigation of the impact of increasing volume of a form on reduction of the impact of climatic factors in 

four climatic regions shows that although this impact is of great importance in cold, hot and arid areas, it is not 

so in hot and humid regions. Generally, we can say in big buildings, form and direction are in second rank of 

importance [12]. 

 

Project explanation:  

In this study, thermal behavior of four net volumes includes hemisphere, pyramid, cubic with ratio 1:1.6 

and cubic with ratio 1:2 with similar space and volume as 113.04 m2 and 452.16 m3, respectively in hot and 

arid and hot humid climates in two cities of Tabas and Bandar abas is investigated. It is required to obtain the 

impact of SVR in proposed choices for two climates and besides comparison can be made. To achieve suitable 

result in comparison of the introduced volume models, all effective variables as color, direction, materials, areas 

and volume are constant and only latter surface in various volumes is different. IN the field of the study of 

forms, it is attempted to analyze common and applied forms in each field. 

Based on the need to the calculations of thermal behavior, the criterion of computations in thermal transfer 

coefficients of walls based on type and classification of building, national regulations of building discussion 19 

are required. For data collection and identification of effective climatic factors, library method and to receive 

scientific result, physical calculations of thermal behavior are used. 

 

Climatic properties: 

Two cities in the study are Bandarabas and Tabas. Bandarabas is located in latitude 27 , 20’ and Tabas city 

is located in latitude 33 , 36’. Based on Iran climatic division in Bandarabas, summer is hot and very humid 

without winter and in Tabas, summer is very hot and arid without winter season (Table.1). 

 
Table 1: The climatic properties (source: Deputy of energy affairs of ministry of energy) 

City Latitude Climate 

Average 

temperature 

in summer 

c 

Average 

temperature 

in winter 

c 

Sea 

level 

height 

m 

Maximum 

arid 

temperature 

in summer 

Maximum 
wet 

temperature 

in summer 
c 

Minimum 

temperature 

in winter 

c 

Air 

pressure 

Kpa 

Tabas 33 , 36’ 
Hot and 

arid 
27 8.3 9.659 44.44 48.23 22.2- 70.93 

Bandarabas 27 , 20’ 
Hot and 
humid 

30 19 6.10 56.40 93.31 5.7 2.101 

 

Data analysis method: 

In this study, calculations are of gain and loss types for summer and winter in two latitudes 33, 27 degree 

north as: 
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Calculations of energy gain of surfaces are done via charts of image of solar movement in required latitude 

and solar conveyors of olgay and physical relations It is worth to mention that sun absorption coefficients on 

surface and thermal exchange of outside air layer are considered based on existing standards as national rules of 

building and based on climatic hot arid and hot humid conditions under optimal conditions and be considered in 

computations. The absorption coefficient of walls is at most 40% and resistance of thermal conductivity of 

vertical exterior wall is 0.06 and horizontal 0.05 or their thermal conductivity is 16.66 and 20, respectively. In 

winter and summer, the calculation of thermal losses of floor is ignored. 

In this project, all variables as color, materials, direction, glasses and etc. are constant and thermal transfer 

coefficients of materials is based on reference thermal transfer coefficients in national regulations of building 

discussion 19 based on classification, typology and other building properties. Based on attachment 3 of national 

regulations of building, the energy requirement in Bandarabas is high and it needs cooling dominance. In Tabas 

city, it is average and its dominant need is cooling (Tables2,3). According to attachment 4 of national 

regulations of building, typology is defined based on use. In this project, based on priority of housing field in the 

need to energy, the use of residential buildings is assumed. Thus, type of use is “a” (Tables 4-2, 4-3). According 

to attachment 5 of the same reference, according to the classification of buildings, Bandarabas is in group 1 and 

Tabas city is in group 2(Tables2,3). The assumed buildings are considered as villa or open from four sides. 

Thus, their reference thermal transfer coefficients in w/m2k for exterior walls in Bandarabas and Tabas are 0.7 

and 0.88, respectively and for roof wall in these coefficients are 0.3 and 0.38, respectively. 

  
Table 2: The properties of building energy in Bandarabas) 

Bandarabas 27 degree 

Type of building use Type a (residential) 

Energy need hot-cold High 

City condition Big 

Building area Less than 1000m2 

Consumed energy type Non-electric 

Building classification Group 1 

(Source:Guidance of national rules of discussion 19) 

 

 Table 3: The properties of building energy in Tabas) 
Tabas 33 degree 

Type of building use Type a (residential) 

Energy need hot-cold Average 

City condition Big 

Building area Less than 1000m2 

Consumed energy type Non-electric 

Building classification Group 2 

(Source:Guidance of national rules of discussion 19) 
 

The tables of thermal behavior of volumes properties:  

In this section, due to high volume of computations and avoiding long discussion, the calculations are not 

mentioned and output Table of calculations is presented. (Tables 4, 5, 6, 7) 

 
Table 4: The properties of thermal behavior of Hemisphere volume 

Hemisphere City S/V Es Ew Qs Qw Qs/Qw Ew/ 

Qw 

Es/ 

Ew 

Tabas 0.5 979303 2145952 2365 4215 0.56 509 0.45 

Bandarabas 822615 4113074 4427 2193 2 1875 0.2 

 

Table 5: The properties of thermal behavior of Pyramid volume 

Pyramid City S/V Es Ew Qs Qw Qs/Qw Ew/ 

Qw 

Es/ 

Ew 

Tabas 0.61 103881 83507 8712 4427 2 18.86 24.1 

Bandarabas 107933 96736 13177 2189 6 44.2 11.1 

 

In the tables of properties of thermal behavior of volumes, we have: 

S is lateral surface 

V is volume 

Es is the sum of gained energy of walls (horizontal and vertical) in summer, Kcal/hr 

Ew is the sum of gained energy of walls (horizontal and vertical) in summer, Kcal/hr 

Qs is energy exchange of walls in summer 

Qw is energy loss of walls in winter 
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Table 6: The properties of thermal behavior of Cubic volume 1:1.6 

Cubic  

1:1/6 

City  S/V Es Ew Qs Qw Qs/Qw Ew/ 

Qw 

Es/ 

Ew 

Tabas  64/0 128114 94825 1836 4228 43/0 4/22 35/1 

Bandarabas 122952 131388 3323 313302 01/0 06/1 93/0 

 

Table 7: The properties of thermal behavior of Cubic volume 1:2 

Cubic 

1:2 

City S/V Es Ew Qs Qw Qs/Qw Ew/ 

Qw 

Es/ 

Ew 

Tabas  78/0 115638 96374 2319 12547 18/0 68/7 2/1 

Bandarabas 131998 128745 4458 2081 14/2 68/61 02/1 

 

Data analysis:  

To make the data of calculations as applied, via presenting the charts and tables, we compare the thermal 

behavior of proposed forms in two climates. In comparison, thermal behavior of volumes in two various 

climates, their performance is investigated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 (Right): The comparison of energy gain of volumes in winter of hot arid climate 

Fig. 9 (Left): The comparison of energy gain of volumes in summer of hot arid climate 

 

Based on Figs. (10, 11), the volume of hemisphere in summer and winter has the highest gain of energy 

under hot arid climate and it is not a good form for this climatic region as in this climatic region, we need the 

forms with limited energy gain in hot times of year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 (Right): The comparison of gain and energy transfer of volumes in summer hot arid climate, latitude 33 

degrees 

Fig. 11 (Left): The comparison of gain and energy transfer of volumes in summer hot arid climate, latitude 27 

degrees 

 

In the following Figs. (12, 13), for four assumed forms, SVR beside thermal energy loss and gain in 

Summer in both climates is investigated. The important point is that pyramid volume with the highest SVR has 

not the highest energy gain. 
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Fig. 12(Right): The comparison of energy transfer and gain of volumes in Summer and Winter based on their 

SVR in hot arid climate, latitude 33 degrees 

 

Fig. 13(Left): The comparison of energy transfer and gain of volumes in Summer and Winter based on their 

SVR in hot humid climate, latitude 27 degrees 

 

The above charts (Figs.12,13) investigate the comparison of thermal behavior of various forms of building 

at the same time in summer and winter. As it was said and based on the results of thermal behavior calculations, 

we can say hemisphere forms and pyramid are not suitable for these two climatic regions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 (Right): The comparison of energy gain and transfer of volumes and its changes based on SVRM in hot 

arid climate, latitude 33 degree 

Fig. 15 (Left): The comparison of energy gain and transfer of volumes and its changes based on SVRM in hot 

arid H.H and arid humid H.A climate 

 

As shown in Fig.14, volumes of hemisphere and then cubic 1:1.6 in which energy gain to their energy 

transfer in summer is bigger, can be responsive in cold regions. But cubic 1:2 with bigger SVR has less energy 

gain in summer and is suitable in very hot areas. 

In Fig.15 based on uniform change of ratios in both climates, it seems that for receiving better result, 

besides SVR and solar energy gain, humidity and the impact of SVR in gaining humidity and evaporation can be 

investigated and calculated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16(Right): The comparison of the percent of increasing or decreasing growth in SVR ratios, energy gain 

and transfer in hot arid climate 

Fig. 17(Left): The comparison of the percent of increasing or decreasing growth in SVR ratios, energy gain and 

transfer in hot humid climate 
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Based on the positive or negative growth rate of the studied ratios, for example in comparison of thermal 

behavior of cubic with the sides ratio 1:2 and 1:1.6 in hot arid climate, by increasing coefficient 22% in SVR, 

energy loss in winter is increase 2.5 times and the sum of energy gain in summer is reduce 10% (Figs. 16, 17). 

 

Conclusion:  

This study aimed to evaluate the thermal behavior of building with residential use based on the changes of 

form and it’s SVR in Tabas of arid hot climate and Bandarabas in hot humid climate. Based on the calculations 

and charts, we can achieve generalized results as followings: 

a. It seems that among all effective parameters on thermal behavior of building, SVR is an important 

factor and by calculations, we can determine its impact and amount on avoiding energy loss of building. 

b. In arid hot region, SVR 0.64 in a rectangular cubic form is most suitable than other ratios as it has 

optimal thermal behavior in interaction with surrounding environment and climatic conditions. 

c. Besides SVR, suitable form for each building in each climate is based on suitable relation of building 

and its surrounding environment.  

The survey of SVR alone cannot be a good criterion to achieve optimal volume in humid regions. 

It seems that by building thermal loss simulation software, the results can be re-tested. 

It is worth to mention that regarding the calculation of thermal behavior of building, considering the texture 

and proximity with surrounding buildings can be effective in achieving realistic results. 
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